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Interpolymer Complexation of Poly(acry1ic acid) and
Poly(acry1amide): Structural and Dynamic Studies by Solutionand Solid-state NMR
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ABSTRACT Interpolymericcomplexesof poly(acry1ic acid) (PAA)and poly(acry1amide)(PAAm)at 60,20,
5,and 0% ionization (a)were studied by lH/13C solution-stateand 13C solid-state cross-polarization magic
angle spinning(CPMAS)NMR experiments. The solid-stateNMR results support a model in which ionization
(aor pD) alteration leads to conformation and segment changes along the PAA-PAAm polymeric backbone.
Solid-state relaxation measurements show short TI values at high ionization (a= 60%)but long 7'1 values
toward low ionization (a: I20%). This is consistent with a model in which the PAA and PAAm polymers
take on a stretched but mobile conformation at high ionization but become immobile and restricted at low
ionization. Dynamic restriction of the polymer is attributed to symbiotic hydrogen bonding of the carboxyl
group of PAA and the amide residue of PAAm to form interpolymer complexes. Other relaxation parameters
such as lH-W cross-polarization times TcH(SL),proton spin-lattice relaxation times in the rotating frame
Tl,(H), and 13Cdipolar-dephasingresults are also consistent with this model.
Scheme 1

I. Introduction
Understanding the structure and dynamics of intermacromolecular complexes is of interest because of the
occurrenceof such structures in many systems of biological
importance.lI2 The mechanism of complexation is an
important prerequisite in predicting the microscopic
structure and, through structure correlations, the macroscopic properties of these biopolymeric materials. Noncovalent binding forces derived from electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interactions have been
attributed to be the main driving force for complexation
of bi0polymers.3-~ Investigations of the dynamics and
structural characterization of the these materials may
provide insight into the macromolecular organization,
which, in turn, may reflect the infrastructure and dynamics
of the complexation mechanism at a molecular level.
Interpolymer complexation between poly(ethy1eneoxide) and poly(acry1ic acid) has been characterized previously by NMR techniques: although only the polymer
blend of poly(acrylic acid)-poly(acry1amide) (PAAPAAm) has been studied by this technique?JO Interpolymer complexation between PAA and PAAm has
previously been characterized by fluorescence measurements using pyrene-labeled PAAm (py-PAAm) fluorescence probes.11J2 The results were interpreted in terms
of the occurrence of weak or negligible interactions for
PAA and py-PAAm at pH 2 7.0 and the occurrence of
strong stable complexes at pH I 4.5 (shown in Scheme 1).
This report describes the investigation by NMR spectroscopy of intermolecular complexes of PAA and PAAm
for various degrees of ionization of PAA in a comparative
manner. The modes of binding interactions, i.e., complexation of the carboxylic and amide residues, are
monitored by NMR relaxation parameters. Although only
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qualitative, the results of this study provide complementary but otherwise independent evidence on the cooperative binding nature of PAA-PAAm as reported previously
by fluorescence techniques.11J2
NMR relaxation techniques were used to monitor
motions in the mid-kilohertz and megahertz frequency
range, which may provide clues on the impact strength of
these materials.13-16 The main mechanism for 13C spinlattice relaxation is due to lH-13C dipole-dipole interactions, with smaller contributions arising from chemical
shift anisotropy and spin rotation.'' For low molecular
weight polymers in the solution state, the spectral density
) the motional narrowing
offers a correlation time ( T ~ in
limit. In this limit, (w << 1/7,), TI is inversely proportional
to 7, and is field independent. In the solid state, however,
the spectral density yields 0 ~ <<
7 ~
1, and T1 is directly
proportional to rcand is field dependent.17J8An indication
of fast segment mobility, as it relates to the correlation
times for these polymers, is therefore expected to yield
large T I Sin the solution state but small 2'1s in the solid
~tate.'~JOIn our experiments, NMR spectra were measured by a fast inversion-recovery pulse sequence, and
0 1994 American Chemical Society
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the 21' parameters were calculated by fitting the data to
eq 1.

M ( t ) is the peak intensity as a function of time t, MI is the
normalization constant, A is the delay time, and 21' is the
spin-lattice relaxation time.17-21
Two other relaxation techniques used here are (1)the
variable spin-lock contact time experiment and (2) the
~ O ~(l),
~ ~ a~ ~
dipolar-dephasing e ~ p e r i m e n t . l 3 - ~ 5 J ~For
varied contact time was added to the basic CPMAS pulse
sequence. The results were fitted to eq 2.

M ( t )=

M ( t ) is the signal intensity as a function of contact time
t, MI is the normalization constant, TcH(SL)is the crosspolarization time constant during the spin-lock period,
and Tl,(H) is the proton spin-lattice relaxation time in
the rotating frame.2s24 The former relaxation parameter
probes the static H-C dipolar interaction, whereas the
latter monitors the rates of proton spin diffusion.
In the dipolar-dephasing experiment, (2), a time delay
is inserted in the carbon channel of the CPMASexperiment
after the lH-13C spin-lock period.14?2@26The integrity of
the signals after this period probes both the direct C-H
dipolar coupling for a given 13C resonance and the
diminution of this dipolar coupling due to segment
dynamics. The parameters derived from these measurementa can be interpreted in terms of the molecular motion
of the polymer chains as a function of variables such as
pH or ionization.
11. Experimental Section
A. Materials. Poly(acrylicacid)purchased fromPolysciences
was used without further purification with a manufacturerspecified molecular weight of M, = 90 OOO.
The poly(acry1amide)samplewas kindly supplied by American
Cyanamid and had a number-average molecular weight, M,,of
=12000. The polymer was purified by reprecipitating from
aqueous solution using acetone as a nonsolvent.
B. Preparation. (1) Solution-State NMR Studies. Polymer samples were prepared by dissolving dried polymers in D20.
Solution spectrawere taken at ambient temperature (20 f 2 "C)
with chemical shifts referenced to TMS.
(2) Solid-state NMR Studies. Polymer solutions were
prepared in triple-distilled water. Poly(acry1ic acid) (PAA)was
neutralized to various extentsby adding a predeterminedvolume
of standard sodium hydroxide solution. Equimolar (monomer
moles) solutionsof poly(acry1amide)and poly(acry1icacid) were
mixed for about 24 h and subsequently freeze-dried to remove
water completely. Solutionsof poly(acry1icacids)neutralized to
various extents were also freeze-dried.
Seven samples were prepared for the solid-state NMR studies: (1)PAAm, neutral, (2) PAA,degree of ionization (a)= 60%;
(3) PAA, a = 0%; (4) PAA-PAAm, a = 60%;(5) PAA-PAAm,
a = 20%; (6) PAA-PAAm, a = 5%; (7) PAA-PAAm, a = 0%.
The pDs of the samples before freeze-dryingwere 7.0,4.75,3.88,
and 3.5 for a = 60, 20, 5, and 0%, respectively.
C. Instrumentation. Solution- and solid-state NMR measurements were acquired by a Bruker AF-250 FT-NMR spectrometer, and the spectra were recorded on an HP 5890A digital
plotter. Detailed experimental conditions are described in a
previous report.@
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D. Solid-state NMR. Each sample (ca. 250 mg) described
rotor with
above was packed in a 7-mm-0.d. sapphire (Al209)
Kel-F end caps (Doty Scientific). The high-power preamplifier
for the CPMAS experiment was provided by IBM instruments,
and the probe was designed by Doty Scientific. Carbon-13crosspolarization magic angle spinningwith high-powerheteronuclear
decoupling,ca. 40 kHz, was used to obtain high-resolution NMR
spectra. The dipolar-dephasing, pulse sequence experiment
provided proton-decoupled carbon resonance assignments. In
this experiment,a 50-padephasingperiod was used. The CPMAS
experimentconsisted of matchingthe Hartmann-Hahn condition
[(-yB& = (-yBl)m,contact times of 1500-2000 pa, a pulse width
for 'H of 5.8 pa, and recycled delays between 2 and 5 s (6 s for
l3C TI measurements). Spinning rates were between 3 and 5
kHz, and chemical shifts were referenced to the methyl carbon
of external hexamethylbenzene (Me, S = 16.7 ppm vs TMS). All
measurements were taken at ambient temperature (20 "C).
Spin-lattice relaxation times for 13Cnuclei were measured by
the fast inversion-recovery pulse sequence (go0-(" spin lock,
13C contact)-9O0-r-9O0-fiid). All 21' measurements were performed at room temperature. Recycled delays were set to 6 s (ca.
(3-4) X TI),with delay times of 0.05,1.0,5.0,15.0,45.0, and 120.0
s. In some instances,however, delay times up to 320 s were used.
T1s from the measured 13Cspectrawere calculatedby the Bruker
spectrometer Aspect 3000 computer and confirmed by curvefitting routines (KaleidaGraph 2.1.3 for the Macintosh). Other
pulse programs included variable spin-lock contact times and
variable dipolar-dephasing experiments. In the polarization
transfer spin-lockexperiment,contacttimes between 50and 6000
pa were used; the resulting signal intensities from the l3C NMR
spectra were curve fit in KaleidaGraph to determine the rise
time TcH(SL)and decay period Tl,(H) of the carbon signal
intensities.

111. Results and Discussion

A. Solution-State NMR. In the literature, tacticity
analyses have been made for polyacrylates based on lH
and 13CNMR results.n-33 For our experimental conditions
(20 "C), only triad sensitivity could be observed at best.
Figure 1,shows the lH NMR spectra of (a) PAAm in D20
under neutral conditions, (b) PAA at pD = 3.5, (c) PAA
a t pD = 7.0, (d) PAA-PAAm at pD = 3.5, and (e) PAAPAAm at pD = 7.0. These spectra all show a pD
dependence with significant resonance line broadening
(line width, W1p > 40 Hz). Despite the occurrence of line
broadening, resonance assignments are readily made based
on the integrated area of the signals by literature comparison27~28~31~34~35
or by computer simulation analysis.36-41
For PAAm in D2O (Figure la) the broad resonance centered
at 2.08 ppm is assigned to the a-protons and the resonance
at 1.53 ppm is assigned to the &protons of the monomer
unit, which are consistent with the 1:2 integration. The
tacticity of PAAm has previously been assigned as a
mixture of isotactic and syndiotactic species based on lH
NMR methods.28 Our result is not consistent with this
but representative of a more complicated microstructure
which will be discussed in the context of the l3C NMR
result.
The lH NMR spectrum for PAA at pD = 3.5 (Figure l b )
shows a more complicated resonance pattern with four
distinct resonances centered a t 6 = 2.26, 1.80, 1.63, and
1.52 ppm; weaker signals are observed at 2.65, 1.97, and
1.50 ppm. The three resonances between 1.50 and 1.80
ppm are assigned to the 8-protons, and the 2.26 ppm
resonance is assigned to the a-proton. Previous tacticity
analysis of PAA at pH = 2 is consistent with our result
here in which the triad distribution of the rr, mr, and mm
sequences is assigned to the methylene resonances at 1.80,
1.63, and 1.52 ppm, r e s p e ~ t i v e l y .At
~ ~pD
~ ~=
~ 7.0, the
PAA lH NMR spectrum shows two broad resonances
centered at 1.96 (a-proton) and 1.39 ppm (/?-protons),
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lH (a-e, left) and 13C (a'-e', right) solution-state NMR spectra in D20 vs TMS for (a) PAAm, (b) PAA at pD = 3.5, (c)

= 7.0, (d) PAA-PAAm at pD = 3.5, and (e) PAA-PAAm at pD = 7.0.
(Figure IC).Tacticity assignment based on the 'H NMR
Table 1. 'H and '42 Chemical Shifts and Carbon-13
results is difficult at this point because of the poor
Spin-Lattice Relaxation Times (TI)
for PAAm, PAA, and
resolution of the signals. The sharp signal at 2.10 ppm is
PAA-PAAm Mixture at Various Ionizations (pD) vs TMS
assigned to adventitious acetone.
PAAPAAA mixture of PAA and PAAm at pD = 3.5 (Figure Id)
PAA
PAA
PAAm PAAm
shows a 1H NMR spectrum similar to that of the PAA 1H
PAAm pD = 3.5 pD = 7.0 pD = 3.5 pD = 7.0
NMR spectrum at pD = 3.5 (Figure lb). Proton resonances
C=O (pprn) 187.4
182.4
188.2
183.5
187.8
from the spectrum in Figure Id indicate a downfield shift
182.7
186.8
of the resonance at 2.26-2.31 ppm but otherwise minor
183.1
differences in the chemical shifts of the other signals at
13c T1 (9)
2.8
2.2
1.4
1.8
1.4
1.8
2.11, 1.83, 1.67, and 1.60 (shoulder) ppm. This 'H NMR
1.4
spectrum can be characterized as the sum of 'H signals
H, (ppm)
2.08
2.26
1.96
2.31
2.08
from the lH NMR spectra of PAA at pD = 3.5 (Figure lb)
36.3
45.2
49.6
45.5
49.8
C, (ppm)
and PAAm (Figure la). Tacticity assignment based on
34.3
48.9
49.1
the methylene resonances is similar to those of PAA48.3
45.8
PAAm at pD = 3.5.42 In comparison, the 'H NMR
13c TI (8)
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
spectrum for PAA-PAAm at pD = 7.0 (Figure le) shows
0.2
0.2
broad structureless resonances at higher field (WI/Zca. 50
0.2
Hz): (5 = 2.08 and 1.54/1.44ppm. The 'H assignments are
analogousto the other assignments; the upfield resonances
H.5 (ppm)
1.53
1.80
1.39
1.83
1.54
are assignedto the @-protons,and the downfield resonances
1.63
1.67
1.44
1.52
1.60
are assignedto the a-proton. The chemical shifts are listed
42.3
38.0
41.8
c.5(ppm)
30.0
38.5
in Table 1.
28.1
37.9
40.6
38.1
40.0
The corresponding 13C NMR spectra under various
26.3
ionization conditions are shown in Figure la'-e'. The
13c T1 (8)
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
chemical shifts are given in Table 1. The NMR spectrum
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
for PAAm in DzO shows six resonances centered at 187.4
(C=O); 36.3,34.3 ((2,); and30.0,28.1,26.3 ppm (Cg) (Figure
38.5, 37.9 ppm (C& Under less acidic conditions, pD =
la'). Based on the carbonylresonances,our PAAm sample
is consistent with a homopolymer (<576 h y d r o l y s i ~ ) . ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~7.0,
3 0 the resonances broaden and shift downfield to 188.2
(C=O); 49.6, 49.0 (Ca);and 42.3, 40.6 (CB)(Figure lc').
The methine, C,, resonances show only two signals, short
Analysis of PAA by Chang consists of minimal fine
of the triad sensitivity reported by Lancaster which was
structure at low pD.27 Furthermore, Schaefer analysis of
obtained at 70 0C.30 The methylene resonances, Cg, are
PAA consists of a syndio-,hetero-, and isotactic sequence
more diagnostic of triad sensitivity,however,with the 30.0
and 26.3 ppm signals assigned to the rr and m m configat high pH but mostly isotactic sequence at low pH.32A
pure Bernoullian atactic sequence for PAA has been
urations, respectively, and the 28.1 ppm signal assigned
suggested by Truong, which is more consistent with our
to the heterotactic ( r m + mr) c o n f i g u r a t i ~ n . ~We
J ~make
~~~
results?Jo
no attempts here to computer simulate these spectra to
quantify the tacticity of the structure.
The PAA-PAAm spectrum at pD = 3.5 (Figure ld'),
shows carbon resonances at 183.5,182.7 ((2-0); 45.5 (Ca);
For PAA at pD = 3.5 (Figure lb') the 13CNMR spectrum
and 38.0, 38.1 ppm ((30). A t pD = 7.0 (Figure le') the 13C
shows carbon resonances at 182.4 (C=O);45.2 (Ca);
and

PAA at pD
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NMR spectrum for the PAAm-PAA polymeric mixture
shows a more complicated chemical shift pattern. Resonances are observed at 187.8,186.8,183.1(C=O); 49.8,
49.1,48.3,45.8 (C,);and 41.8,40.0 ppm (Cg). Essentially,
the two carbonyls from PAA and PAAm are observed in
this spectrum, whereas at lower pD, only the carbonyl
from PAA is resolved, with the splitting of this resonance
indicative of complexation between the carboxylic group
of PAA and the amide group of PAAm?
The I3C T1spin-lattice relaxation times are listed in
Table 1; measuremens could not be obtained for PAAm
in DzO, owing to the excessive number of accumulations
needed to obtain adequate signal-to-noise. The TIvalues
for the carbonyl resonances for PAA at pD = 3.5 and pD
= 7.0 (2.8 and 2.2 s, respectively) do not indicate any
significant changes. This same trend (2'1s of 1.4 and 1.8/
1.4 s, respectively) is observed for the carbonyl resonance
of PAA-PAAm a t pD = 3.5 and pD = 7.0. The relaxation
times for the carbon atoms of the aliphatic backbone show
a similar behavior in which the 2'1s do not show any
significant variation with pD changes.
Relaxation pathways for polymeric samples may be
linked to a number of intermolecular processes; the
interactive process of polymer complexation, a chain selfcoiling mechanism,6J1J2@, a pH effect on ionicity,4~~l?~~ PAAm
tacticity,44residual H20,&and/or segment conformational
p e r t ~ r b a t i o n .The
~ ~ trend-free T I relaxation results in
Figure 2. 13Ccross-polarizationmagic angle spinning (a-g) and
Table 1suggest that segment mobility is just one of many
(a'-g') solid-state NMR spectra vs external
dipolar-dephasing
other mechanisms for relaxation in the solution state. Our
hexamethylbenzenefor (a) PAAm, (b) PAA at a = 0%,(c) PAA
results were not conclusive since these values show only
at a = 60%, (d) PAA-PAAm at a = 0%, (e) PAA-PAAm at a
minor deviation with little connection between long
= 5 % , (f) PAA-PAAm at a = 20%, and (9) PAA-PAAm at a =
60%.
correlation times (short 2'1s) and restricted mobility at
low pD.43 These effects must be deconvoluted to arrive
ing spectra under these two conditions show the total
at any conclusion about mobility and relaxation time in
suppression of the alkyl signals upfield ( ~ 3 4 - 4 5ppm) and
the solution state.21 We make no attempts here, however,
about a 30% suppression of the carbonyl signals. Furto quantity these contributions. Finally, the inconclusive
thermore, the 13Cresonances for a = 60% are shifted ca.
result in solution-state studies of this work compared to
5-7 ppm further downfield than those for a = 0%, while
that of the fluorescence work may be attributed to the
line broadening for the carbonyl at a = 60% is not as
difference in experimental conditions. The luminescence
severe as those at a = 0%. The chemicalshift assignments
studies used dilute concentrations of the polymer, whereas
for a = 0% consist of C=O, 177 ppm; C, 40 ppm; and Cg,
the NMR solution-state measurements required higher
34 ppm, with line broadening of W1 2 = 500 Hz for the
concentrations to produce acceptable signal-to-noise.
carbonyl and 1200 Hz for the alkyi r e ~ o n a n c e s . 7 ~ ~ 4 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~
These and other differences in experimental conditions
Assignments for a = 60% consist of C=O, 186 ppm; C,
may have resulted in relaxation measurements more
45 ppm; and Cg, 40 ppm.
representative of ionization effects and concentration
The CPMAS spectra for the PAA-PAAm polymeric
factors rather than conformation and mobility.
mixture at a = 0,5, and 20 % (Figure 2 d-f) all show similar
B. Solid-state NMR. The l3C CPMAS and dipolarspectral features. The carbonyl resonances are centered
dephasing (DD) spectra for samples of PAAm, PAA (a=
around 178 ppm, with the broad alkyl resonances ranging
0,60%),and PAA-PAAm (a = 0,5,20,60%)are shown
from 54 to 33 ppm; the Cas are assigned to the signal
in Figure 2, with spectra a-g corresponding to the CPMAS
centered at =40 ppm, whereas the Cgs are assigned to the
spectra and spectra a'-g' corresponding to the dipolarshoulder at =34 ppm. Dipolar dephasing leads to the total
dephasing spectra. In general, the alkyl resonances, C,
suppression of the alkyl resonances and partial suppression
and Cg, are broad and difficult to resolve. Based on the
of the carbonyl resonances. Line broadening of the
13C NMR assignment above and assignments of other
carbonyl and alkyl resonances is unaffected by ionization
polyacrylates in sol~tion29-3~~~3
and the solid s t a t e , 8 1 ~ ~ ~changes.
~~
the intense signal downfieldis assignedto the C, resonance,
Finally, the CPMAS spectrum of PAA-PAAm at a =
with the shoulder upfield assigned to the Cg resonances.
60% (Figure 2g) shows poor signal-to-noise even after
Chemical shifts are listed in Table 2 together with the
acquiring 4 times as many fids as those of the other
spin-lattice relaxation times, 2'1. The 13CCPMAS specpolymeric samples. In the carbonyl region, there are at
trum for PAAm under neutral conditions (Figure 2a),
least two signals (181 and 177 ppm), while in the alkyl
shows four resonances with the following assignments;
region (39 and 32 ppm) a broad Gaussian-like resonance
C=0,180 ppm; C,, 51/42 ppm; and Cg, 37 ppm (shoulappears. Although the spectrum is noisy, the dipolarder).7*M Under dipolar dephasing, the broad resonance
dephasing result iesimilar to the preceding three: total
centered at 42 ppm is suppressed, while the resonances at
suppression of the alkyl carbon resonances and partial
180 and 51 ppm are affected only slightly.
suppression of the carbonyl resonances. The l3C chemical
shifts are compiled in Table 2.
Spectra 2b,b' and c,c' show the CPMAS and DD spectra
The broad resonances observed in the CPMAS result
for PAA at a = 0 and 60% and are consistent with the
from distribution of chemical shifts due to steric conCPMAS spectra obtained by Fyfe.35 The dipolar-dephas-

.'
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Table 2. Carbon-13 CPMAS NMR Chemical Shifts and Relaxation Times TI,
TcH(SL),and Tb(H) for PAAm, PAA, and
PAA-PAAm Polymers at Various Ionizations (a)vs External Hexamethylbenzene (Me, S = 16.7 ppm)
PAA
PAA
PAA-PAAm
PAA-PAAm
PAA-PAAm
PAA-PAAm
PAAm
a=O%
a = 60%
Cr=O%
a=5%
a = 20%
a = 60%
178
179
178
181
177
44
37
33
19
21
1406
932
1485
3138
3365
1.9
2.6
1.5
3.1
4.7
40
45
40
40
41
39
23-21

14-8

58

36

30

17

-

-

34
14

40
6

98
4.4
34
30
85
3.7

104
4.3
33
26
48
4.2

124
3.9
34
14
116
4.0

300
7.5
32
6
774
5.5

-

-

straints limiting molecular motion in the solid state. In
the solution state, random fluctuation of the polymer timeaverages all possible arrangements, so that the chemical
shift from the nuclear spins is averaged. However, in the
solid state, conformations are frozen out with the chemical
shift sampling all possible conformations. This situation
is reflected in line broadening and the relaxation times,
as discussed below.
As mentioned earlier, the PAAm CPMAS spectrum
shows an anomalous resonance at 51 ppm which persists
upon dipolar dephasing. Magnetization survival after a
50-ps dipolar-dephasing period is associated with carbons
having weak lH-13C dipolar coupling because of inefficient
polarization transfer, e.g., quaternary carbon, or rapid
rotation along the C-H bond.14>20925
We attribute the
perseverance of the resonance of 51 ppm to the latter; Le.,
the terminal segments of the PAAm backbone undergo
rapid random fluctuation, causing ineffective H-C dipolar
coupling.46 With the exception of the PAAm, 51 ppm
resonance, all other alkyl resonances are suppressed upon
dipolar dephasing, suggesting that the motion involved
along the polymeric backbone is not significant enough to
diminish the H-C dipolar coupling.
Differences in line broadening and resolution in the
CPMAS spectra of PAA a t a = 0 and 60 % may originate
from various stages of hydrogen bonding, ionic environment, and/or conformational arrangement as a result of
the degree of ionization (a). At high ionization, the PAA
possesses repulsive Coulombic interactions among the
-COO- groups along the polymeric backbone which give
rise to resolved C, and Ce r e s o n a n c e ~ . ~Moreover,
~J~~~~
ionization in the medium to low range (see Scheme 1)may
contribute to different polymericenvironments, giving rise
to multiple signals, i.e., greater broadening.35 For the
PAA-PAAm CPMAS spectra a t a = 0, 5, and 20%, the
line broadening and resonance pattern are similar, in
contrast to PAA-PAAm at a = 60%.
The T1 values were determined for polymeric samples
at various degrees of ionization. The signal intensities of
the TIstacked plots were fitted to eq 1,and Figure 3 shows
a representative curve fit for the C, resonances of PAAPAAm at a = 60,20,5, and 0%; the T1 values are listed
in Table 2. Carbon-13 21' relaxation values for PAAm
(Table 2) fall between 31and 37 s except for the anomalous
resonance at 51 ppm, which possesses a TIof ca. 5 s. Short
relaxation times for this resonance are consistent with a
PAAm terminal group undergoing rapid fluctuation with
correlation times in the order of the Lamor frequency (- 60

i

1

C o QOPPM

- - e0%
- 40032 PPM
-

9-

598 40 033 PPM

d

20

40333 PPU

+60% 39 OEE PPM
' - I " ' ' ' ~ , , ' ' ~" " ~
" , ' ' '
20

4'0

6'0

8'0

16Q

140

140

Time ( 6 )

Figure 3. Plots of 13C relative signal intensities versus delay

times (e) for the CPMAS fast inversion-recovery pulse sequence
experiment of the C, resonance (6 = 40 ppm) at CY = 0,5,20,and
60%.

MHz). 2'1s for the other resonances in PAAm are longer
than those of PAA at a = 0 and 60%. The Tls for PAA
at a = 0% are 18 (177.3 ppm), 21-23 (40 ppm), and 14 s
(34 ppm shoulder) and those for a = 60% are 13 (186
ppm), 8-14 (45 ppm), and 6 s (40 ppm). It is noted that
since the alkyl resonances overlap, the best TIestimates
for C, and Cp are a composite of the 21' values for the
overlapping signals. Because of severe line broadening of
the signals in the CPMAS spectrum, the 21' values are
expected to have error limits of 20%.
For the PAA-PAAm polymeric mixture at a = 0,5,20,
and 60%, the TI values decrease systematically as ionization increases. For example, at a = 0%, T I Sfor the
C=O, C,, and Cp resonances are 44, 58, and 30 s,
respectively, while those at a = 0% are 19/21, 17, and 6
s, respectively; TI values for PAA-PAAm at a = 5 and
20% fall between these two limits.
The spin-lattice relaxation results suggest that the
extent of ionization plays an important role on the
conformation and motional behavior of the polymer. The
T1 results for PAAm show that the carbonyl resonance
has a relaxation time similar to that of its C, and Cp
resonances (neglecting the 51 ppm resonance). This is
consistent with PAAm nondependency on ionization
effects. In comparison, the TIvalues of PAA at 60 and
0% do show a strong correlation to ionization changes.
For example, between 60 and 0% ionization, the carbonyl
relaxation time increases by 38 % (13to 18s),with a similar
result for the alkyl resonances. The TIvariation for PAAPAAm also shows a similar trend with more pronounced
differences. A more detailed study would involve decon-
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experiment and further that the proton spin diffusion has
equilibrated.

IV. Conclusions
The interaction between two polymers,PAA and PAAm,
which undergo complexation has been investigated by
NMR techniques in this report. The followingsummarizes
the behavior of the interpolymer complexes as reflected
I
by the NMR results. The average structure of PAAm
+WbWPPM
does not have any pD dependence as suggested by the
""'.."
1100
loo 3100 4\00 d.00 d.m 7100
similarities of the TIvalues for the different resonances
Time (mS)
of PAAm. The average structure of PAA, on the other
Figure 4. Plots of 13C relative signal intensities versus contact
hand, is ionization dependent; at high pD or ionization,
times (ms) for the variable contact time CPMAS pulse sequence
it exists in the ionized form which affects the polymeric
experiment of the CBresonance (6 = 34 ppm) at (Y = 0,5,20,and
backbone
in two ways. First, the Coulombic repulsion
60%.
tends to stretch the polymer segments, and as a result,
this leads to the second effect, namely, rigidity of the
volution of the other relaxation factors by a variablepolymer. We do not observe this in our relaxation results,
temperature study, but, qualitatively, the results discussed
however.
below are sufficient to describe the interpolymer comAs the pD decreases or as a approaches zero, the ionized
plexation process.
form
of the carboxyl group becomes protonated. Less
Qualitative analysis of the TIresult for the interpolymer
"ionized
form" leads to less Coulombic interaction, which
PAA-PAAm complexes must take into consideration
leads to the contraction of the polymeric segments and
contributions due to ionization effects and segment
increased segment mobility. Our relaxation data suggest
mobility.47 If the T1 result for the homopolymer PAA is
that
at 60% ionization we are already in this regime of
used as a baseline reference for the contribution due to
increased segment mobility. As the ionization decreases,
ionization effects and other relaxation mechanisms, then
H-bonding processes become operative and influential on
differences between the two systems, homopolymer PAA
the
behavior of the polymer segments. At low enough
and interpolymer complexes PAA-PAAm, should reflect
ionization, the H-bonding network begins to accumulate
contributions only due to segment dynamics as a result of
due to the contraction of the polymers. Thus the
complexation. The TIresults in Table 2 show a large
contracted form now becomes immobile, and a point is
deviation between the two ionization limits for PAAreached in which the contracted form is less mobile than
PAAm compared to that of PAA. Qualitatively, all else
the
extended form which exists at higher ionization. This
being equal, we attribute the increase of 21' at lower
picture
of restricted mobility of the Rolymer segment is
ionization (a= 0 % )for the PAA-PAAm system relative
consistent with the systematic trend observed in both the
to the homopolymer PAA system to the longer correlation
21
' and TcH(SL) result.
times associated with the complexation process, thereby
When PAA and PAAm are mixed to form an interrestricting the segment mobility of the interpolymer
polymer complex, there is a parasitic relationship; that is,
complex.14J8
PAA dictates the configuration of the complex. At high
Contact times ranging from 50 to 6000 p s were used for
pD,
the two polymers act independently and there is no
the variable contact time experiment of PAA-PAAm at
interaction between the two polymers, but at low ionizaa = 60, 20, 5, and 0%. Figure 4 shows a representative
tion, PAA is deionized and either can intramolecularly
13Cmagnetization buildup and decay for the Cp resonances
H-bond to itself or can intermolecularly H-bond to PAAm
with TcH(SL) and T1,(H) values listed in Table 2. The
as reflected in the relaxation results. As the intermolecular
results show that maximum magnetization polarization is
interaction becomes efficient, the PAAm takes on propapproached fastest for a = 0 % and slowest for a = 60 % .
erties associated with PAA.
Magnetization buildup depends on the strength of the
For the homopolymer, the TI result will not only have
C-H dipolar interaction, which is also influenced by
molecular mobility between the two dipoles.13-16118-20~22~48contributions from the model discussed above but also
have contributions from other factors suchas the pD effect
The rapid growth of the 13C signals, short TcH(SL),at
on ionicity, tacticity, and/or residual H2O interaction. We
lower ionization therefore is diagnostic of the strong C-H
use the relation results for this system to provide a
dipolar interaction as a result of restricted mobility, while
reference point for the interpolymer complexation process.
the longer TcH(SL)values at high ionization are consistent
That is, if we compare the relaxation results of the
with rapid segment dynamics, resulting in weak C-H
homopolymer at the two extreme conditions, a = 60 and
dipolar coupling. Thus our relaxation results suggest that
076,to that of the interpolymer complexes under these
the polymeric chain undergoes rapid contortion at high
same conditions, then we can qualitatively assert that the
ionization (a = 60%), resulting in less efficient crossdifferences in the 1'7 results are due to the segment
polarization of the abundant lH spins to the rare 13Cspins
dynamics of the latter. The results here indicate longer
but restricted mobility of the chain at lower ionization (a
T1 for the PAA-PAAm system at 0% ionization than that
= 0 5% ), yielding strong H-C dipolar coupling, and efficient
of PAA homopolymer, which is consistent with a more
lH to l3C polarization transfer. This systematic trend for
effective complexation process of PAA to PAAm. Interthe TcH(SL)values under the different ionization conpretation of the TcH(SL)result is consistent with this
ditions shown in Table 2 is in agreement with the spinmodel.
lattice relaxation result and polymeric model established
In conclusion, the solid-state NMR studies of polyby the fluorescence study.
(acrylic acid) and poly(acry1amide)at various ionization
Finally, the TlJH) values for these samples do not show
support a polymer model in which at low levels of ionization
significant variation for the different ionization conditions,
suggesting that polymeric chain dynamics are not near
the PAA-PAAm solutions form an interpolymer complex
the 40-kHz domain of the spin-locking field used in the
resulting in a relatively rigid polymeric mixture exhibiting
'
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slow chain motions. At high levels of ionization, the PAAPAAm complexes exist as random polymeric chains with
rapid segment dynamics. Although the solution-state
NMR studies were not conclusive, due to concentration
effects or the nature of the H-bond in these materials, the
solid-state CPMAS studies are consistent with the model
established from fluorescence studies. Moreover, the
results here show that interpolymer complexation is very
strong in the solid state. Finally, the results demonstrate
that CPMAS NMR is a powerful experimental technique
for investigation of the effect of interpolymer complexation
on segmental motion and macromolecular dynamics in
the solid state.
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